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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

On the cationic distribution in M & C O ~ - ~ O ~  spinels 

K Krezhov and P Konstantinov 
Institute of Nuclear Researeh and Nuclear Energy, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, 
lbrigradsko Chaussee Boulevard, SoKa 1784, Bulgaria 

Received 10 August 1992 

A b h L  A neutron powder diffraction refinement of the structure parameters of live 
sampla of magnesium cobalt oxide spinels Mg,Cq_,Ol (0 < z < 1) has been carried 
out. It was found that all spinels under study are inverse and there is a limit to the 
occupancy of the tetrahedral sites by Mg. 

Recently, the assumption that thermal decomposition of appropriate precursors with 
a specific layered structure derivative of that of brucite Mg(OH), leads to formation 
of the oxide spinel phase via a topotactic mechanism requiring no long-range cationic 
diffusion transport has been verified for the Cu,Co,-,O, (0 < 5 4 1.0) spinel 
system [l]. A neutron diffraction study yielded a statistical distribution (absence of 
any preference) of the Cuz+ cations in occupying the tetrahedral (A) sites and the 
octahedral (B) sites of the cationic sublattice, thus confirming the previous preliminaly 
findings [Z]. This result may be regarded as a direct confirmation of the suggestion 
that the cationic distribution of the final product is predetermined by the structure of 
the precursors and the mechanism of their thermal decomposition 

Results of a similar study on a set of samples with the general formula 
Mg,cO,-,O, are presented here. The samples are prepared by thermal decom- 
position of a mixture of layered hydroxide nitrate precursors Mg,Co,-,(OH),NO, 
in which the magnesium content varies extensively within the spinel phase homo- 
geneity limits. The procedure for sample preparation, which is essentially the same 
as the one used for the Cu,Co,-,O, spinels, is presented in detail elsewhere [3]. 
X-ray diffraction analyses were carried out for phase control of the precursors and 
final products. The content of cobalt and magnesium in the resulting fine black pow- 
ders was determined by means of a Spectroflame spectrometer, Germany, which uses 
inductively coupled plasma. 

Neutron diffraction patterns were first obtained on the DN-920 diffractoxneter 
of the steady-state research reactor IRT-2OOO of INRNE and later completed using 
the DN-2 time-of-flight apparatus equipped with a one-dimensional position-sensitive 
detector on beam 6B of the IBR-2 pulsed reactor of JiNR, Dubna [41. A thin-walled 
vanadium container for the powder sample was used. 

The room temperature diffraction patterns consisted of Bragg peaks in positions 
given by the spinel structure and of a smooth background. No other phase was 
observed. There is a nuclear neutron scattering contribution to the measured intensity 
only because the magnesium cobalt oxides are not magnetically ordered at room 
temperature. 
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Since the intensity of neutron diffraction lines is related to the square of the 
coherent neutron scattering amplitude, which reflects the isotope concentration alone 
and is independent of the atomic valence state of the scatterer, the magnesium cobalt 
oxides should be considered as containing only two cationic components and the 
cationic distribution over the two spinel sites is expressed hy the fowula 

Mg*-o,Q1-=+a [Q,-*Mgal04 (1) 

where Q depends on E and denotesthe degree of inversion defined as the fraction 
of octahedral sites occupied by Mgz+ ions, and the cations in B sites are given in 
brackets. Of special note is the completely random cationic distribution described by 
Q = (2/3)z. The average scatterer amplitudes bA and b, of the effective scatterers 
in the tetrahedral (A) and the octahedral (B) sites of the spinel structure should be 
written as 

where b, and b,, are the neutron scattering lengths of cobalt and magnesium taken 
from IS]. 

From (2) it foUows that the relation 

bA + bB = Ib,,+ (3 - r ) b ,  (3) 

may be used as a constraint during the crystal structure refinement. On the other 
hand, the accuracy of the chemical composition and the stoichiometty of the sample 
under study may be checked. 

The spinel structure refinement was done by the full profile Rietveldt method 
implemented in the computer code MRIA [6]. The origin of the spinel unit cell was 
chosen at the centre 43772, the tetrahedral, octahedral and oxygen sites being in 8(a), 
16(d) and 32(e) positions of the space group Fd3m, number 227 in the Zntemalbnal 
Tables. The structural parameters taken as variables in the profile analysis were the 
effective scattering amplitudes bA and b,, the oxygen parameter U and the lattice 
constant. The estimates of the temperature factor B were found unreliable and were 
left out of consideration due to the strong correlation between B and some structurally 
independent refinement parameters. The conventional profile reliability factors 

with Ip", If"" the observed and calculated profile intensity, respectively, and wi 
the corresponding weight (tui = l/(AJ;)', where AI; is the estimated standard 
deviation of I,q), and with the summation carried out over all measured profile 
intensity points, were used as a criterion for the convergence of the theoretically 
calculated profile to the experimental one. 
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Fig- 1. Neuimn p d e r  diEraction pattem of Mgo.,m?sCq,azlOl at T = 293K and 
the difference cuwe between the observed and calculated inknsiiies obtained by the full 
pm6le analysis. 

The refinement resulted in relatively low reliability factors of the order of 2-3%, 
and xz values ranging from 1.5 to 2.2 for all samples investigated, which implies a 
quite satisfactory agreement between observed and calculated intensities. Figure 1 
shows the neutron diffraction pattem of the sample with composition I = 0.38 as 
a typical illustration of the final result of the refinement procedures with or without 
imposed constraints. 

The values of the refined structure parameters are given in table 1. For the sake 
of completeness some published results on C030, are summarized and presented in 
the same table. 

Here we should note that the supposition that the magnesium ions are distributed 
fully at random among the spinel lattice sites was not proved. As figure 2 shows, 
the actual variation of the amount of Mg(A) ions, I - a, and Mg(B) ions, a, with 
composition, I, does not correspond to what one would expect on the basis of the 
statistical distribution. The two sets of data fit straight lines described by 

z - a = 0.20 + 0.01 
a = -0.20 + 1.02 

r = 0.02 

r = 0.996. (5) 

Bearing in mind the condition for electrical neutrality and that the magnesium 
ions can only be bivalent, the ionic formula 

(6) Mg2+ O z t  (3:+[&3+ M 2+ 0 2 -  
s--O 1 - I  2-n ga 1 4 

is consistent with the partially inverse spinel structure and accounts for the formal 
valence of the cations. The resulting occupancies of lattice sites by the different 
cationic species according to (6) presented in table 1 are calculated from (2) using 
the refined values of the effective scattering amplitudes bA and b,. 
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Figurr 2. Dependence of the fraction of Mg ions in A sites and B sites on the total Mg 
content, 2, per formula unit Mg,Cq-,O+ Dashed lines correspond to the statistical 
distribution. 

Linear regression analysis shows that the dependence of the unit cell parameter, 
a", on the magnesium content, I, in the formula unit is rather weU fitted to a straight 
line 

0" = c1+ %" (7) 

with a slope % = 0.006%(11) and a correlation coefficient near unity (r = 0.9996). 
The intercept c1 = 0.80740(8)nm compares favourably with the lattice parameter 

The linear relationship (7) has to be considered in correlation with the remaining 
structural parameters. The data (see table 1) show that all magnesium cobalt oxides 
under study are partially inverted spinels with oxygen parameters lower than that 
of cO,O, which is a normal spinel. With increasing content of bivalent magnesium 
the oxygen parameters gradually decreases towards the value U = 0.375, which 
corresponds to the ideal spinel structure. This behaviour can be understood bearing 
in mind that any deviation from U = 0.375 implies a distortion from the ideal cubic 
close-packed arrangement of the oxygen ions. As U decreases the oxygen ions shift 
along the cube diagonals ([lll] directions) causing the octahedral sites to enlarge 
at the expense of the tetrahedral sites. The decrease of U should be caused by 
the increased amount of Mgz+ ions in octahedral coordination, which are bigger 
than CO3+ ions, and the same quantity of CO3+ ions displaced by magnesium to the 
tetrahedral site, which are smaller than CO'+ and Mgz+ cations, whose effective ionic 
radii are almost equal (cf. table 2). 

From this it follows that the increase in the lattice parameter with increasing 
magnesium content can be explained by accumulation of Mg2+ at the octahedral sites 
of the spinel lattice, which will outweigh the decrease in the unit cell parameter due 
to the appearance of CO3+ ions in tetrahedral sites. 

In conclusion, for the mixed spinel system Mg,Co3-Z0, under study, evidence was 
obtained that practically a constant fraction of total Mg ions enters the tetrahedral 
sites of the spinel structure, Le., there is a limit to the occupancy of A sites by 
magnesium. 

of cO,o, (x = 0). 
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“able 2. ERective ionic radii mmpiled by Shannon [7] and O’Neil and N m t r k y  [Sl. 
High-spin and low-spin states are denoled by Hs and E. 

Radius (A) 
.~ 

Cation Rlrahedral Octahedral 
‘ype mrdination mordination 

181 t71 181 171 
M$+ 0585 0.57 0.715 0.72 
CO2+ 058 058 0.72 -0.745 

Ls 0.65 
@+ 0.45 -~ 053 tis 0.61 

LS 0545 
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